ACTED is an international NGO reaching out to more than 20 million people in 43 countries through +500 humanitarian, development and environmental projects.

ACTED's 3ZERO program strategy is to help achieve a world of “Zero Exclusion, Zero Carbon, Zero Poverty”
WHAT IS ACTED’S 3ZERO STRATEGY?

To achieve a 3ZERO world – ACTED has developed a layered approach to address local-national and global needs. 3ZERO Houses at country level, support 3ZERO country networks and forums, and in turn feed the 3ZERO Alliance that can influence broad change and action.

ACTED International Foundation based in Brussels holds the 3ZERO brand

3ZERO - powered by Acted

- 3ZERO Forums
- 3ZERO alliance
- 3ZERO Houses
WHAT IS A 3ZERO HOUSE?

The 3ZERO House is a physical space serving as a collaborative hub that aims to facilitate and accelerate local partnerships, innovations, and solutions dedicated to the realization of a 3ZERO world, characterized by Zero Carbon emissions, Zero Exclusion, and Zero Poverty.

Different local stakeholders (MSMEs, CSOs, citizens, students, etc.) can meet regularly in this hub and work together on resolving environmental and/or social problems that they might face in their country.

Grounded in a local ecosystem. Each 3ZERO House is unique and will choose to address specific problematics around 3ZERO.
WHAT IS A 3ZERO HOUSE?

The 3ZERO House is **managed collaboratively by various local in-house partners** who roll-out different types of activities **aligned with the 3ZERO objective** (specific incubation programs, micro-financing schemes, vocational trainings, leadership coaching etc...).

It serves a **wide range of targets** (social and environmental entrepreneurs, CSOs, students, youth etc).

With the help of a **local 3ZERO House coordinator**, the partners of the 3ZERO House work together in **co-hosting events and co-creating a specific 3ZERO House agenda** that they roll-out every year.
WHAT CAN A 3ZERO HOUSE OFFER?

- Co-working, office and event spaces
- Incubation services for entrepreneurs and CSOs
- Acted trainings on capacity building (ECAT & GOCA)
- Leadership & empowerment coaching
- 3ZERO events around climate change, poverty reduction and inclusion etc...
- Other specific activities related to the country's needs and to help connect and empower local changemakers
WHAT ARE THE MAIN 3ZERO HOUSE FUNCTIONS?

CONNECT

Connecting diverse actors - both locally and globally - to fuel actions towards a 3ZERO world.

Example of formats that can be implemented: hackathons, ideation workshops, competitions, presentations, networking opportunities, debates, working groups etc ...

Results: Innovative partnerships are fostered to collaboratively identify and solve local challenges.

INNOVATE

Promoting experimentation and piloting solutions, to accelerate promising, innovative projects aligned with the 3ZERO objective.

Example of formats that can be implemented: incubation services, small grants, joint-venture schemes etc...

Results: Innovative 3ZERO solutions are supported through the 3ZERO House (joint-ventures, prized innovations etc...)

UNLEASH

Unleashing human potential and creating an empowered community of changemakers to drive the transition towards a 3ZERO world.

Example of formats that can be implemented: tailored trainings and mentoring for CSOs using ACTED’s GOCA tool (Grassroot Organizational Capacity Assessment) or for Social Entrepreneurs using the ECAT tool (Enterprise Capacity Assessment Tool), leadership and empowerment coaching

Results: Local changemakers are trained and empowered to drive forwards the 3ZERO objective.
SOME OF OUR 3ZERO HOUSE PARTNERS
The 3Zero House aims to support the SDGs and aligns with SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goals. Activities within the house will support various SDGs such as - SDG 1 – No poverty, through the empowerment of communities; SDG 8 – Decent Work and Economic Growth, through the development of entrepreneurs and social enterprises; SDG 13 – Climate action, with the prioritization of green technologies and solutions for a zero-carbon world.

The 3Zero House is a hub that accelerates development by linking poverty, carbon reduction and inclusion issues together to ensure long-term sustainability in different countries.
WHERE ARE THE 3ZERO HOUSES IMPLEMENTED?

- Kenya
- Jordan
- Kyrgyzstan
- Bangladesh
- Pakistan
- Turkey
- Tunisia
- Lebanon
- Moldova
- Colombia
- Bogotá
- Lebanon
- Beirut
- Turkey
- Bogotá
- Jordan
- Lebanon
- Beirut
- Kyrgyzstan
- Dushanbe
- Tajikistan
- Philippines
- Manila
- Sri Lanka
- Colombo
- Tunisia
- Tunis
- Kenya
- Nairobi
- Myanmar
- Yangon

Existing 3ZERO House
Upcoming or potential location for 3ZERO House

NEW
Kenya
Jordan,
Kyrgyzstan,
Bangladesh,
Pakistan,
Turkey,
Tunisia,
Lebanon,
Moldova

Launched in 2022
Launched in 2019
Launching in 2023
Date of launch: October 2019
Location: Manila
House: 6-storey building
Main 3ZERO House partners: ACTED & Gawad Kalinga
Main targets of the House: CSOs, entrepreneurs
List of main activities: incubation / Events / Coffee shop / recording studio / Urban garden

3ZERO HOUSE PHILIPPINES - MANILA
Date of launch: December 2022
Location: Dushanbe
House: 3-storey building
7 main members/partners in the house
List of main activities: Support groups for vulnerable women / Eco-tourism platform & informational center / Art, Culture, language education and vocational training / Events / Social coffee shop

30 events around education, culture and climate change

375 participants

24 CSOs

5 CSOs were able to receive funding following their support
Date of launch: October 2023
Location: Colombo
House: within Acted’s office space (1st floor)
List of main activities: thematic space to showcase every 6 month different SDG topics, pre-incubation program for early stage entrepreneurs, GOCA and ECAT trainings
3ZERO HOUSE MYANMAR - YANGON

Date of launch: November 2023
Location: Yangon
House: 2 storey house
No.167, 47th Street, Botahtaung Township, Yangon, Myanmar.

List of main activities: series of lectures and trainings for young changemakers around 3ZERO objectives/ climate Smart agriculture practices supporting organizations towards green and agri-smart initiatives/ Internship Program for Youth: 2x 3 months On-job training by partner organizations/ 3ZERO accelerator Program: 6-month program to incubate social enterprises with training, mentorship, coaching and capacity building.
UPCOMING 3ZERO HOUSES

LEBANON - Beirut

TUNISIA - Tunis

KENYA - Nairobi

TURKEY - HATAY
3ZERO village (hybrid model)
WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE FOR 2023-2024

✓ AT LEAST 5 3ZERO HOUSES UP AND RUNNING BY THE END OF 2023
✓ 5 ACTIVE 3ZERO HOUSE COORDINATORS
✓ 20 3ZERO MEMBERS/PARTNERS ROLLING OUT THEIR ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE 3ZERO HOUSES
✓ 50+ CSOS SUPPORTED THROUGH THE 3ZERO HOUSE AND ITS ACTIVITIES
✓ 150+ ENTREPRENEURS SUPPORTED THROUGH THE 3ZERO HOUSE AND ITS ACTIVITIES
✓ PROOF OF CONCEPT VALIDATED (INCL. ECONOMIC MODELS) AND 3ZERO HOUSE ANNUAL REPORT ESTABLISHED
3ZERO HOUSE TEAM MEMBERS

Emily BEADLE
Technical Flagship Director
ACTED HQ - Paris

Louise BLOCK
Global 3ZERO House coordinator
ACTED HQ - Paris

Maï BATICULON
3Zero House Coordinator
PHILIPPINES

Sergey CHUTKOV
3Zero House Coordinator
TAJIKISTAN

Bhoneyat KYAW
3Zero House Coordinator
MYANMAR

Danusiya MOHANAGUMAR
3Zero House Coordinator
SRI LANKA
THIS IS WHAT ZERO STANDS FOR, & WE WON'T STOP UNTIL WE REACHED ZERO. WILL YOU STAND WITH US?